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Abstract
This paper examines Helen Swick Perry’s 1982 biography of the psychiatrist Harry Stack Sullivan.  Sullivan’s life and works are briefly reviewed.  In contrast to other gay-affirmative writing on Sullivan, my reading attends to Perry citations of Irish-American identity and Catholic upbringing in her presentation of both Sullivan and his aunt Margaret Stack as lonely loveless Irish heterosexuals, a presentation which obscure these gay and lesbian lives.  I conclude with an anti-essentialist argument drawn from Sullivan’s own writings to avoid essentialist readings of the relationship between his life’s events and the meanings of his works.
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Several articles in this special issue examine the management of clinicians’ minority sexual and gender identities (e.g., Riordan, 2004; Byrne & Butler, 2004).  While we often acknowledge that our identities are ‘situated in historical context,’ lesbian and gay psychologists less often discuss how closeting and passing, disclosing and discerning affect the writing of history itself.  I want to explore these effects here, via a critical reading of the biography of the American psychiatrist and social scientist Harry Stack Sullivan (1892-1949).  My reading will flag up how Sullivan’s Irish-American ethnicity (all four of his grandparents were born in Ireland) and his Catholic upbringing become cited to explain his life’s course in a way that obscures all but the most limited narrative of his queerness.  My aim is not to re-claim Sullivan as a ‘famous historical homosexual’ or to contribute to a description of the phenomenological experience of Irish-American gay and lesbian people. Indeed I will be rather critical of attempts to recuperate a monolithic gay/lesbian history within psychology.  Rather, the primary aim of this article is to critique historical writing about Sullivan’s life, and to suggest some ways that existing historical narratives about lesbian and gay psychology might by complicated by attention to Sullivan’s life and work.

The Life of Harry Stack Sullivan
Harry Stack Sullivan (1892-1949) is rightly remembered an important personality theorist and the founder of the ‘Interpersonal School of Psychiatry.’  Sullivan first achieved fame in the 1920s for his radical successes curing male schizophrenic patients at Shepperd-Pratt hospital in Baltimore using psychotherapeutic methods.  During this time Sullivan1 met James (Jimmie) Inscoe (later James Inscoe Sullivan) who became his life partner for the remainder of his life.  The Sullivans moved to New York City in 1930 where Harry saw patients privately during the 1930s and Jimmie worked as Harry’s secretary. In 1933, Sullivan and his colleagues founded the William Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation to promote a new vision of psychiatry which was more closely tied to the social sciences and less allied with psychoanalysis.  In 1939 the Sullivans moved to Bethesda, Maryland, after which time Harry’s professional life centered on teaching at the Washington School of Psychiatry, which was the teaching institution of the Foundation. He served briefly as a psychiatric expert to the US military during World War II and helped to design procedures for the psychiatric screening of enlisted men.  After the war, he worked with the UNESCO ‘tensions project’, which aimed to apply psychiatric principles to promote international peace.  Sullivan died in Paris on his way to an UNESCO meeting.  

Sullivan published only book during his lifetime, and this was based on his lectures (Sullivan, 1947).  He completed his first book, Personal Psychopathology in the early 1930s, but upon the advice of his friends, he did not publish it.  However, a publication committee at the William Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation published six books under Sullivan’s name after his death.  Three of these were based on transcriptions of his lectures (Sullivan, 1953, 1954, 1956) and two were collections of previously published articles (Sullivan, 1962, 1964). Due to the success of the committee in producing and promoting these books, they have become the principal sources of contemporary knowledge about Sullivan’s interpersonal theory of psychiatry. Personal Psychopathology was also ultimately published by the Foundation (Sullivan, 1972).

The early 1970s saw a second wave of Sullivan scholarship. The journal Psychiatry devoted a special issue to Sullivan’s theory (Kvarnes & Cohen, 1978) and Sullivan’s life also began to attract biographical interest (e.g., Chatelaine, 1981; Chapman, 1976;  Perry, 1983). These biographies appeared in the wake of the declassification of homosexuality as a mental illness, but remained limited by heteronormative assumptions.   For example, Chapman (1976) described Sullivan as homosexual, but alternated between considering his sexuality to be a character flaw and an irrelevancy. Chatelaine (1981) described Sullivan’s homosexuality as unproven, but reported interviews from Shepperd Pratt employees that described Sullivan as ‘gay, but had it under control’, that reported Sullivan was known as “Miss Sullivan” on his schizophrenic ward, and that described how some employees avoided Sullivan’s ward for homophobic reasons.  

While Chapman (1976) and Chatelaine (1981) both described their work as incomplete biographies, Helen Swick Perry’s (1983) book, Psychiatrist of America: The life of Harry Stack Sullivan has become the authoritative text on Sullivan’s life.   Perry was Sullivan’s personal secretary in the last years of his life, and is the only biographer to have claimed first hand knowledge of Sullivan. Perry’s (1983) most direct statement about Sullivan’s sexuality might, at first glance, appeal to social constructionists who are rightly cautious about the truth claims that are made about modern sexual identities such as ‘homosexual’ and ‘heterosexual’; 

Friends and colleagues of Sullivan’s, by their “direct knowledge,” report that he had some sexual experiences with women as well as with men.  But there is no ready label for how he lived and thought and yearned  (Perry, 1982, p. 335).

However, Perry’s was neither a gay-affirmative nor a bi-affirmative constructonist text.  Rather, she continued by describing Sullivan’s sexuality as ‘a grave handicap for sexual intimacy with women’ (p. 335), an ‘inadequacy’ (p. 335), and as his ‘own lot in life’ (p. 337) from which he never managed to ‘cure himself’ (p. 338).   As Freedman (1998) notes in another context, the history of sexuality has been compromised not only by essentialist assumptions about sexual orientation but also by the outright denial of gay and lesbian lives.  Given Perry’s overwhelmingly pathologising construction of homosexuality (and her unwillingness to cite sources on this point), her avoidance of a label should be read as a homophobic turn away from historical evidence, rather than a constructionist disengagement from essentialist labels. 
Two more recent, gay-affirmative perspectives on Sullivan’s life have rightly taken issue with Perry’s text.  First, Allen (1995) reported new important evidence about Sullivan’s sexual practices with other men in the 1930s, and forwarded the hypothesis that Sullivan was a more self-aware gay man than Perry had acknowledged.  One of the lacunae in Perry’s evidence about Sullivan concerns his dismissal from Cornell University as an undergraduate.  Indeed, Perry’s primary aim in writing Psychiatrist of America was to prove her hypothesis that Sullivan had a schizophrenic break during this period (c.f., Perry, 1983, p. 3-4).  She failed to find any conclusive evidence on this point, and Allen (1995) suggests that Sullivan’s dismissal was more likely to have been bound up with ‘the all consuming drama of coming out’ (p. 7). Harnod (1998) similarly revisited Sullivan’s biography to highlight his homosexuality, identifying Perry’s text as an ‘open secret’ that hints at, but never acknowledges, Sullivan’s homosexuality (c.f., Miller, 1988).  Critiquing Perry’s elision of Sullivan’s sexuality, Harnod (1998) positions himself as its discoverer, concluding boldly that ‘[h]omosexuality is the repressed other of interpersonal psychoanalysis’ (p. 317).   Yet, in critiquing Perry, neither Allen (1995) not Harnod (1998) attended to the ways that Sullivan’s Irishness allowed Perry to construct such ‘open secrets’ or occlude the relevance of Sullivan’s sexuality to his life and work.  It is to these intersecting constructions of religion, ethnicity, and sexuality that I now turn. 
	
First, Sullivan’s Irish Catholicism allowed Perry to chasten Sullivan’s relationships with men.  One of the more distinctive features of Sullivan’s developmental theory is his claim that children normatively form same-sex friendships (‘chumships’) during pre-adolescence.   In Sullivan’s theory, such friendships signal the end of childhood egocentricity and provide a person’s first, and often most profound, experience of love. Perry, among others, has presumed that Sullivan’s developmental theory follows directly from his life experiences, and that his boyhood friendship with Clarence Bellinger (who also later became a notable psychiatrist) formed the basis of his later ideas about chums.  Sullivan describes chums’ love as transcendent and transformative, using a romantic language that he largely employs when describing other forms of human intimacy (see e.g., Sullivan, 1940, p. 41-45; Sullivan, 1972, p. 157-181; Sullivan, 1953, 245-262). Perry similarly romanticizes the friendship between Clarence and Harry; 

In my mind’s eye, I can see Clarence and Harry, his adoring coachman, as they watched the other children race back down to the twinkling lights of the village, and then turned toward home, the lantern lit on the side of the wagon-sleigh, the horse pulling slowly and steadily through the ruts in the road.   Such moments of shared triumph must have drawn them close together, so that they could talk with trust of all the hopes and fears that clustered around their lives, restricted and lonely as they were (Perry, 77).

Sullivan often describes chumships as including genital sex, but Perry assumes that this one did not. Perry writes about the closeness of these boys’ talk about the future, rather than their bodies in the present, and notes that Sullivan’s theories have a ‘tinge of sadness’ about the possibility of love and lust co-occurring in chumships (p. 91).  She attributes this affect to the influence of St. Augustine on the young Catholic Sullivan.   However, as Sullivan never practiced Catholicism in adulthood, it is unclear if St Augustine is the source of these ideas in his writings.  Harnod (1998) for example, attributes the lust/love separation in Sullivan to Platonic influences.  We are certainly not short of ideas that instruct us to rise above our beastly sexual natures for our betterment in Western culture, and they have influenced Perry at least as forcefully as Sullivan.  Indeed, like the St. Monica of the Confessions, Perry’s citation of the Confessions works to Christianize Sullivan and to lead him away from a youthful life of sin.  
However, unlike St. Monica, whose son Augustine ultimately becomes a devout Christian, Perry’s Sullivan takes up with a boy less than half his age and never finds a wife.   Rather than narrate this queer life, Perry repeatedly cites the idea that Irish Catholics make for problematic heterosexuals, and uses this construction to explain away Sullivan’s lack of heterosexual interest.  Let me explain. As I’ve noted above, Sullivan scholars are short on facts in regard to Sullivan’s life at Cornell or immediately afterwards. Acknowledging that life at college would have ‘encouraged the appearance of genital sexual impulses’ (p. 140), Perry attributes Sullivan’s lack of a girlfriend to ‘the Irish attitude that marriage should be postponed and in the Church’s emphasis on the postponement of sex until marriage’ (Perry, 1983, 141).   Later, Perry infers a sexual interest between Sullivan and the psychoanalyst Clara Thompson. Perry’s account of this friendship is unconvincing.   She claims that Harry and Clara understood that intellectuals did not need to marry in the 1920s, and with a lack of irony analogizes their friendship to the relationships between Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas and between Willa Cather and Edith Lewis (p. 210-211). Perry’s text may become an ‘open secret’ here, as Harnod (1998) has observed, but Sullivan is presented not only as the urbane intellectual, but also as the lonely Irish bachelor; 

In Irish lore, a person who is not married by the time he is thirty-two is doomed to a single life….Harry himself was fast approaching the age of no return when he met Clara. (p. 202).
 
With such immutable cultural concerns ticking away in the background, why didn’t Harry marry – or even try to court - Clara?  Over and above the fashionable dismissal of marriage at the time, and avoiding any possible mention of sexual interests lying elsewhere, Perry assures us that it is Harry’s Irish Catholicism which again stood in the way of his heterosexual aspirations;
 
Certainly the choice of a Catholic husband would have further estranged Clara from her family, unless the husband become Protestant.  And even though Sullivan was not wedded to formal religion – and had undoubtedly removed himself from its strict accountability by that time – he had a quiet determination not to deny his identity as an Irish-American who had been raised a Catholic. (p. 206).	

A quiet determination indeed, for Perry cites no evidence of any manifestation of this determination, other than the lack of a romantic involvement with Thompson.  One wonders what other - less Catholic - determinants the now-secular Sullivan might have kept quiet about, or Perry was reticent to mention? 
	
Perry invokes Irish Catholicism to trivialize Sullivan’s pleasures in other areas too. Sullivan used alcohol as an experimental treatment with patients (Sullivan, 1972, 296-301) and was described as an alcoholic by some of his contemporaries.  Lest the reader condone or celebrate Sullivan’s enjoyment of alcohol, Perry weaves it into her narrative of heterosexual failure, describing it as ‘an odious vice detested by the women of many an Irish family’ (p. 174).   Shortly after their move to New York City, the Sullivans went backrupt. However, Harry and Jimmie continued to buy lavish objects to adorn their apartment.  Evidence of a camp lifestyle?  Not for Perry.  Even here she finds evidence of the timeless Irish psyche, assuring us that Sullivan’s ‘problem’ with money has an ‘Irish nature’, appealing to a biography of James Joyce to establish that ‘disregard for bourgeois thrift and convention’ is an essentially Irish trait (p. 327). 
	
Harry Stack Sullivan is not the only one whose queerness is occluded by the stereotype of the lonely loveless Irish heterosexual. Harry’s aunt Margaret Stack worked as a schoolteacher in Brooklyn for much of her life and she emerges as a pivotal figure in Perry’s book.  She was a frequent Summer visitor to Harry’s parents’ farm, and his principal source of literature about the outside world during his youth.  Allen (1995) reports that Perry told him that she knew that Margaret Stack was a lesbian.  However, in Psychiatrist of America, Perry only mentions that Margaret’s relatives disapproved of her sharing accommodation with another woman.  In spite of a first person account of a septuagenarian Margaret Stack dressed in ‘the sheerest of black silk stockings’, with the figure of a young girl, and smoking cigarettes from a ‘long dramatic cigarette holder’, Perry assures us that Stack’s was not a life of urban sophistication or sexual rebellion, but rather; 

‘the story of many a young woman in that day; it is peculiarly the story of unmarried Irish-American women who dedicated their lives to careers as nurses or teachers in the cities of America, so that nieces and nephews could have a chance’ (p. 110).

As with Harry Stack Sullivan, Margaret Stack’s Irish Catholic upbringing comes to explain how her life differed from heterosexual norms, and to occlude any location of that lie within a broader lesbian history.  

Reading Intersections of Ethnicity and Sexuality 
Audre Lorde once described the intersections of race, class, age, gender, ability and sexuality that hover around those rare identities that are considered legitimate as follows; 

Those of us who stand outside that power often identify one way in which we are different, and we assume that to be the primary cause of all oppression, forgetting other distortions around difference, some of which we ourselves may be practicing (Lorde, 1984, xx). 

Lorde’s essay was written as an attempt to discuss how White feminists were ignoring and appropriating the experiences of Black women.  However, her comment rightly presumes that focusing on one dimension of difference can have the effect of obscuring others at other intersections too.  Accordingly, I am arguing that Perry’s stereotype of the lonely Irish heterosexual failure, serves to occlude the relevance of both Harry Stack Sullivan and Margaret Stack’s lives to the history of sexuality. How then might we think about Sullivan’s homosexuality, and its relationship to his work?

More recent gay-affirmative scholarship cannot undo this damage by simply affirming that Sullivan’s homosexuality was the guiding drama of his early life or the ‘repressed other’ of his system while ignoring other forms of difference which shaped his life.  The possibility of locating private letters often motivates historians to keep looking for such definitive ‘truths’ (Stewart, 2003), and the frequency with which letters are systematically burned by lesbian and gay subjects themselves (c.f., Freedman, 1998) can make this essentialist search interminable.  For example, Allen (1995, p. 15) describes how friends of Sullivan’s ‘swooped down’ upon Jimmie Sullivan house in search of Harry’s private documents after Jimmie’s death in 1985, only to find nothing. Neither Perry’s twenty-year search to write the life of a schizophrenic, not Allen’s search to write a gay biography reached satisfying definitive conclusions.  Rather than aiming to fix Sullivan within some fixed category such as ‘homosexual’ ‘Irish’ or ‘schizophrenic’ we might use the existing scholarship to problematise the persistence of essentialist impulses among historians and biographers.3  

There is something highly ironic about the persistence of essentialism in both the heteronormative and the more recent gay-affirmative Sullivan literature.  Sullivan was a consistent critic of individualistic theories, and his work repeatedly locates personhood in the interpersonal field, away from Freudian instincts and other essentialisms.  This constructionism is not always sustained in Sullivan’s work.  Like Freud, he also described a normative (and highly androcentric) scheme of development.   In reading Sullivan biographies, I have been continually struck by the frequency with which biographers debate the ways that his own life, particularly his friendship with Bellinger, maps onto this developmental scheme.  In contrast none of the scholars who have written about Sullivan have grappled with the way in which his anti-essentialist ideas problematise such attempts to discern the meaning of a life in an author’s works.  Sullivan biographers have been so confident that they could locate the truth of this man’s life, and so eager to use his own writings to do so that it seems appropriate to end by quoting Sullivan on the folly of such an approach; 

I have inveighed against “the delusion of unique individuality” and referred to personality as the hypothetical entity which we posit to account for interpersonal relations.  I do not believe that this denies anyone “a personality”; it serves its purpose if it warns anyone that I never expect to know all about his personality – and am as certain as can be that he too will always share my ignorance in this regard (Sullivan, 1940, xi). 

Notes
1.	Throughout this article, when I use the name ‘Sullivan’ without further specification, I am referring to Harry Stack Sullivan, and not Jimmie Inscoe Sullivan.  
2.	It should be recalled that Perry is making inferences, here as elsewhere, about Sullivan’s system from his posthumous books, books that Perry was involved in compiling and editing more than anyone else. 
3.	This essay is part of a larger project that aims to examine the persistence of this essentialism in greater detail.
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